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1,120 and counting for class of 2014
Citing class sizes and professor shortages, faculty
worried by large incoming class
Olivia Johnson
StaffWriter
Faculty have expressed concern
about adequately accommodating for the more than 1,120 students expected to attend Seattle
University in the fa 11—395 more
than Admissions originally budgeted for.

"These numbers portend disasfor next year and for our future," said history professor David
Madsen in an e-mail circulated to
the faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences earlier this month.
"We simply do not have—and
cannot create out of thin air—the
facilities, faculty and staff needed
to accommodate this group."
ter

FINANCE

Investment
in energy
company
under review

Jeff Philpott, CORE curriculum director, said the university hopes to maintain a tight
student-to-faculty ratio next
year. Currently, Seattle U has
one faculty member for every
13 students.
"The primary focus is to add
new [class] sections for fall and
expand the number of
freshman seminars to
Page
accommodate the extra-large freshman class,
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Editor
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After an explosion in a Massey
Energy-owned coal mine left 29
West Virginian workers dead in
April, Ron Smith decided to investigate if Seattle University was

Photography students showcase final rolls

invested in the company that had
fined for 500 safety violaons in 2009 alone.
The university invests
i a "fund of fund" (a muaal fund that invests in othr mutual funds) managed
y Cambridge Associates,
Boston-based investment
insulting firm.
According to Smith, vice
resident of finance and business affairs, the list of Seattle
U's investments is ever changing
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discover that a small

part of the
endowment was in-

university's
vested in Massey Energy.
Smith approached Cambridge
Associates with his concerns
about Massey's business practices. It will be announced in
June whether or not the investment firm drops its shares of
Massey Energy.
Seattle University's student
Committee on Responsible
Investment took similar action,
aiding Loyola Chicago University
in writing a lettet to JPMorgan
Chase about its business ethics.
Page
Matthew Brady

The second annual Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography show opened
Thursday in the Vachon Gallery. A culmination of Seattle University's BFA program, the
exhibit showcased thesis projects created by this year's nine graduating students.
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Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor
With Sasquatch! Music Festival selling out in early April, it was almost hard
for lucky ticket-holders to believe it would
ever come. But the weekend is finally here,
and even those staying in town can enjoy

Friday
May 28, 2010
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the free Northwest Folklife Festival at the
Seattle Center.
My Morning Jacket, Massive
Attack, Pavement and Ween will headline the ninth annual Sasquatch at the
Gorge, but attendees can look forward
to a packed lineup of 86 bands and 12
comedy acts.
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The 39th Folklife will
showcase nearly 1,000 performancesand a slew offood vendors, artists and other programs.
staff recommends 12
o squeeze in to your Sasquatch
schedule and what to look out for at
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Memorial Day marks music fests
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Arizona law fuels local discussion
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer

Members ofSeatde Us chapter of
the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan plan to participate in an
afternoon protest ofSB 1070 at the
University of Washington May 28.
MEChA members will speak out
against University of Washington's
budget cuts to its ethnic and women's studies departments.

could not justify cases in which the
stop or arrest was made on the basis
ofrace, color or nationality.
In a May 5 letter to ESPN.com
decrying the boycott of Arizona,
Brewer defended her decision to

ratify the law to her critics.
"Because ofWashington [D.C.]'s
The recently passed Senate Bill
failure to secure our southern bor1070-Arizona's sweeping immigrader, Arizona has become the supertion legislation—has caused outrage
of illegal drug and human
highway
in Seattle.
think
you
Seattle City Council voted May Even if you
smuggling activity," Brewer wrote.
While the students and fac17 to boycott business agreements
[..]
do
members who attended the
ulty
anything
with the state of Arizona, ordering can't
from
Courageous Conversation didn't
city departments to refrain
discuss Brewer's justifications for
can
do
something.
you
signing new contracts with ArizonaSB
1070 directly, they expressed
based businesses.
with her assessment
Sebaja
like
the
Carlos
disagreement
Existing contracts,
MEChA
of
the
as
a
proper response to
month
law
$106,000 per
contract
They added
immigration.
with
a
illegal
traffic
Seattle maintains
bill,
that
the
which
installation
grants Arizona's
company
light camera
Governor
Brewer
enforcement
officers
great disScottsdale,
Arizona
law
Ariz., will be
based in
Jan
is
the
law
not
cretionary
power,
way to
a
new
SB
1070
into
signed
April
honored until
supplier can
deal
The
into
with
it.
found.
23.
legislation
will go
be
Many participants felt that inSeattle University student orgaeffect in July and allows law enstead
of improving Arizona's illegal
forcement
officials
the
to
have
to
SB
ability
nizations
begun discuss
ask
for
naturalization
policy, the measure will
immigration
of
awareof
proof
1070 in hopes promoting
from people they suspect to be cause racial profiling and unfairly
ness about the law and its potential
target the state's Latino population.
illegal immigrants.
long-term ramifications.
Some contributors pointed out
Brewer signed House Bill 2162
The Diversity and Equity
Education Program, a subgroup of into law a week later, adding new SB 1070 has many negative conSeattle Us Office of Multicultural amendments to SB 1070. Under sequences, but one positive aspect,
they said, has been the nation's
Affairs, hosted a Courageous these new amendments, law enwidespread outcry against Arizona
forcement officials may only quesConversation May 20 about immition legal status during a lawful lawmakers and support for those
gration and racial profiling in relanegatively affected by the bill.
stop, detention or arrest. Prosecutors
tion to SB 1070.

Matthew Brady The Spectator
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Students wrestle with
SB 1070, Seattle City
Council boycotts Arizona

Elena Porten speaks out against Arizona's immigration bill during a
Courageous Conversation hosted in the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
"The first step is always awareness," said Whitney Leininger, a
DEEP-affiliated student. "One
of the main things we can do
outside of Arizona is to have

including Idaho and Nevada, are
moving to introduce laws similar
to SB 1070, Americans for Legal
Immigration, a conservative political action committee, announced

those conversations."
Carlos Sebaja, co-chair ofSeattle
Us chapter of MEChA, said he was
glad to see members of the Seattle
U community aligning against

May 21.
"When

SB 1070.
"Even if you think that you can't
do anything because you're not
an immigrant, you can do something because you have privilege,"

Sebaja said.
Sebaja

raised concern
about the legal precedent the
bill sets. Currently 17 states,
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law like this passes,
other states can think it's OK to even
suggest [passing a similar law]," he
said. "That's a problem that not only
affects Washington, but other states
as well."
The MEChA demonstration
will take place from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. in University ofWashington's
Red Square.
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Provost eager to welcome most
The class of 2014
diverse class in recent years

in numbers
(total: 1120)

not

Cover

increase class sizes,"

Philpott said.
Still, some professors
worry

�

Seattle U will not be able to
find enough qualified faculty

by fall.
"There are real issues as to
whether we'll get quality people
trained and with necessary experience to teach at Seattle U," said
Thomas Taylor, history professor.
"The question is where to find
teachers qualified to teach the
necessary classes."
He also said hiring new tenuretrack faculty involves an extensive
search and hiring process that can
take up to two years, making
the chances of finding enough

non-adjunct faculty slim for
next

538
Arts&
Sciences

152
Business

42

132

Humanities

Nursing

256

Sciences
Engineering

year.

According to Philpott, the
university might also add more
classrooms

next

year in addition

finding new professors.
Philpott said the university might have to schedule
to

most are from:
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"It's a buyer's market for quality
professors," Strait said.
Admissions originally planned
to enroll 825 new freshman this
year. Crawford said as admissions
processes continue to be redesigned, he is confident the university will enroll a class closer to
that number in the future.
According to the Provost the
hiring of a consultant from the
firm Noel-Levitz benefited the
admissions process, as the university received a record number of
inquiries, applications and deposits this year.
"I'm very pleased with the
changes that they've helped us
make," Crawford said.
Next year Seattle U is seeking
to fill a new leadership position in
the Admissions Department.
Crawford said the new associate vice president for Enrollment
Management will help keep admissions figures on target. As of
now, the search is ongoing and will
end in July.
"Although we over enrolled this
year, it's a good thing," Crawford
said. "But it's not something that
we look to do year in and year out,
and we look to be more accurate in
reaching our budgeted goals."

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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more freshman courses earlier in the morning or later in
the afternoon.
Provost Isiaah Crawford has
briefed the Academic Assembly—
the representative body for Seattle
U faculty—on the size and demographic makeup of this year's incoming class.

According to institutional research statistics provided to The
Spectator Monday, approximately
half of anticipated freshman are
from a non-white ethnic background. Asian students comprise
the largest percentage —approximately 50 percent—of the class's
minority students.
The university also saw a 7
percent rise in new freshman
coming to Seattle U from outside
Washington this year. .
"Overall, the Academic
Assembly is satisfied with the
Provost's report of what the class
looks like and how it will be dealt
with thus far," said John Strait,
professor in the School of Law
and member of the Academic
Assembly. "The questions that remain to be addressed are exactly
how and why this happened."
Crawford said the large freshman class will positively impact
Seattle U.
"We didn't anticipate how high
in demand a Seattle U education
would be," Crawford said.
Crawford and Strait are also
confident that qualified professors
will be found to teach the added
courses and sections.
In part, this is due to budget
problems at some state schools that
are forcing the institutions to lay
off professors.

Lutheran
Methodist

Pentecostal
Presbyterian

Protestant
Seventh Day Adventist
Unitarian

forthe LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions

counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers

Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Students help design
new 'green' urban park
Carolyn Huynh
Staff Writer
At six stories tall, the Cascadia
Center for Sustainable Design and
Construction will be the first completely "green" building in Seattle
when it opens in late 2011.
Located on the corner of 15th
Avenue and East Madison Street,
the building is being developed by
Point 32, a local development company with a focus on urban sustain r
ability. The company contacted professor Marie Wong about a potential
partnership with Seattle U students
this spring.

Hands down, this is

probably my favorite

course of the year.
Katie Wieliczkiewicz
Sophomore

"We were looking for potential
alignment opportunities with different departments within Seattle
U," said Chris Rogers, CEO of
Point32. "So far, we are particularly
pleased to meet Marie and talk about
the work she's done through her

seminar class."

Wong's urban practicum
course —the Community Design

Workshop—offers students a chance
to work with professionals and do
consulting work.
"It's an opportunity for students
to turn research into action," said
Wong, who has had 25 years of experience in urban planning consulting. "This experience gives them a
chance at professional work. This is
not an academic exercise; they are a
real consulting team working with
a real client."
Students have worked gathering
data for three months to supplement Point32's research about the
Clara Ganey The Spectator
McGilvra Place Park—a neighborhood "pocket park" adjacent to the Elisha Thome discusses a draft of a research document in her Community Urban Planning class. The
document examines design options at McGilvra Place Park, located west of the future Cascadia Center.
Cascadia Center.
Point32 has plans on redesignas much history as they can about
proposal drafts up until the day they
opportunities to environmental facing the park in a sustainable manto Point 32.
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Students were asked to research done outside the
Acting as the students' editor, Carolyn may be reached at
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Albers student gives African businesses a 'Start-Up'
Davis awarded $20,0000 to help small companies in
Malawi, Africa with her business project
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer

A three-month Seattle
University internship program
gave Christina Davis her first
glimpse of Africa. After helping
small local businesses in Malawi
get on their feet, Davis decided
to create her own program to
benefit African business owners
and students.
Davis, senior business economics and marketing major, created
Africa Start-Up to fund a business
training program for entrepreneurs

and small business owners in
Malawi, Africa. The program was
recendy awarded $20,000 by the
Simon Fellowship.
Davis created the program after visiting Africa through Seattle
U's International Development
Internship Program. Africa Start-Up
will involve other business students
at Seatde U working with students
in Malawi.
The program's goal is to start
creating a robust business community to eradicate poverty
within a local area, according
to Davis.

Davis received support from
various professors and faculty
members from Seatde U, as well as
support from businesses involved
in the program itself.

The program creates
robust business

communities.
One faculty member who is
in support of Africa Start-Up
is Janet Quillian, director of
the IDIP.
Quillian placed Davis at her
original internship with LifeNets
International. Davis specifically requested to work with
Life Nets, a nonprofit organization that develops programs to
promote the self-sufficiency of

disadvantaged people throughout
the world.

Mary K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator

Senior Chirstina Davis, who spent three months in Malawi through
DIP, created Africa Start-Up to help small businesses in Africa.

IDIP introduces students to the
field of international development
through a year-long three quarter
program. Students take a class
at Seattle U to prepare for their
trips fall quarter, do an internship in a developing nation winter quarter and return home for
a reflection-based seminar class
spring quarter.
According to Quillian, this is
the only undergraduate program
of its kind. IDIP was, for Davis,

a factor in deciding to come to
Seatde U in the first place.
"She was a wonderful student
who was very committed to helping people," Quillian said.
After returning from interning
with Life Nets, where she helped
to create a scholarship program
for aspiring business students in
Malawi, Davis wanted to do more
to help the country. She found the
biggest contribution she made
was conducting conventions for

local businesses.
She took advantage of the
Simon Fellowship and drafted her
Africa Start-Up proposal for the
Intercollegiate Studies Institute.
According to the ISI website, the institute aims to equip

future generations of college
students with a better understanding of the values and institutions that sustain a free and

humane society.
For help enacting the program
in Malawi, Davis will work closely
with Sharon Maggard, an independent consultant with experience
working with microfinance and
humanitarian services.
"We have a common interest
to reduce world poverty at the
grassroots level," Maggard said. "I
believe strongly that poverty can
be resolved, and we should all do
what we can to make the world a
more livable place."
Maggard, Davis and Albers
professor Sarah Bee, who Davis

says was critical in gaining support from the business school, will
travel to Malawi in September to

implement the program.
Davis has high hopes for Africa
Start-Ups futute at Seattle U, even
though she is graduating this year.
She hopes the program will continue to grow and aims to involve
students from all disciplines. Davis
also plans to retain a leadership
role in the program.

I believe business
is instrumental in

accomplishing justice
throughout the world.
Christina Davis
Senior
She hopes to accomplish this
through her future employment
with larger business institutions
while maintaining her connections
with Seattle U and theAfrica Startup program.
"I believe business is instrumental in accomplishing justice
throughout the world," Davis
said. "This helps fulfill the Seattle
U mission."

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Debate team tackles D-I move, 5th annual Xuan
athletic facilities, spending
festival celebrates

Chelsea Nehler
Staff Writer

Vietnamese culture

The Seattle Univetsity debate
team took on the question of
Division I Thutsday night during
a British Parliamentary show debate
in Wycoff Auditorium.
Seattle U's debaters typically
compete in British Parliamentary
style,the worlds most common form
of debate. In this debate structure,
two sides of an argument with four
separate teams distinguish their positions from one another. Debaters
and audience members knocked
on a table to signal agreement with

ments.

The

arguments

Jon

Polka | The Spectator

Debate team member Ben Watts takes the floor to argue in the team's
show debate over D-l sports in Wyckoff Auditorium Thursday.

presented

numerous and diverse. They
fired up the audience and left several
debaters red-faced.
The team against the move to
D-I cited the many opportunity
costs of the transition.
Sanders and junior business major Chase Parker discussed the cuts
to the language department, whose
German and Arabic programs are
in jeopardy of losing funding;
the 10 to 25 percent budget cuts
made public earlier this year and
costs of bringing basketball to the
perceived forefront of the athletic
division were also leveraged in
the debate.
"There is money coming in
[from alumni] that should be going to academics, not athletics,"
Sanders argued. In a previous interview with The Spectator, Ron
Smith, vice president offinance and
business affairs, noted that donors
often donate to specific parts of
the university. The debaters noted
this could explain at least part of
the growing support for Seattle
U athletics.
The team in favor of the move
to D-I reminded the audience
that "correlation does not necessarily equal causation." There are
many other factors contributing
to the tighter budget and tuition
increases than the move to D-I, the
debaters argued. Athletic spending constitutes 5 to 6 percent
of the university's total budget,
compared to the 3 percent of the
total budget spent on athletics at

were

Gonzaga University.
"There is at least the basic
amount of money needed for
academic programs," said Joshua
Hooker, sophomote economics
major. "Studies have found that
Division I athletics are a catalyst to encourage [donations to
the university]."

"Some of us were born here, and
others were born in Vietnam. It
makes for a really great mix. We
all totally embrace each other's

Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

different backgrounds."

Campion Ballroom played

an argument.

Teams of debaters argued multiple aspects of the D-I move, including university funding, the impact
of athletics and the effects the move
will have on the student body as
a whole. Team president Sophia
Sanders argued against the move
to D-I to open the debate.
"We think this has affected
every student, whether you are
an athlete or not, whether you're
in support of it or against it,"
Sanders said.
She cautioned the sides chosen
by debaters do not necessarily reflect their own opinions, but they
are just addressing existing argu-

Students display ethnic
pride with traditional food
and dance

"Notoriety increases the revenue
base," he added.
Sophomore political science
major Morgan Klaas argued against
D-I on the basis that the university
is "humiliating our athletes."
"The move has hurt each and
every one of you," she said to the
athletes in attendance. "They did
not prepare you with the facilities
you need to be the best athletes you
can be."

We think this has
affected every student,

whether you are

an athlete or not.
Sophia Sanders

Debate Team
Klaas argued that the track,
baseball and swim teams do not
have adequate facilities of their
own. The track team practices at
Garfield High School, the baseball
team plays home games in Bellevue
and the Olympic swimming pool
in the Connolly Center is out of
commission.

Her opponent, Taylor Minter,
sophomore business major, stressed
that it's essential to spread these improvements out during the transi-

D-I. The improvements
would not be possible without the
increased giving.
Minter acknowledged the immediate impact of the transition
on current students and athletes
but said the university must be
completely D-I before it can fundraise for capital expansion projects.
Projects would include a regulation
track, more housing and more
tion to

classroom space to accommodate
the admissions influx.
It was noted in the debate that
D-I is a transition meant to take

several years with improvements
coming in over time.
"Phasing is required," Minter
said. "Giving and donations will
increase over the next couple
of years."
"There never will be a perfect
time [for the move to D-I]," Mintet
said. "But hete we are."
Attendees wete able to converse
directly with the debaters during a
question and answet session following the debate.
"The point of debates is to
get

people talking," Sanders

said. "I'm glad we had a large
athlete turnout."
The Seattle U debate team has
been successful in past national
and world competitions, earning a name among ptestigious
programs at Stanfoid, Harvard

and Oxford.
This year, they are hoping to take
theit team to the Wotld Universities
Debating Championships in
Botswana, Africa and are hoping
for university support.
Though she says theit funding
for the 2010-2011 academic year
is up in the air, Sanders is particularly hopeful for next year, given
the youth and enthusiasm of the
current

host to multiple generations of
Vietnamese students, parents and
grandparents coming together to
celebrate their culture Sunday.
The fifth annual Xuan festival,
put on by the Vietnamese Student
Association featured Vietnamese
music, traditional dance and a
cultural fashion show.
Xuan, which is the Vietnamese
word for spring, is a festival
celebrating the links between
Vietnamese youth and their elders, according to VSA.
"A lot of us grew up more
Americanized than our parents,"
said Vanessa Nguyen, senior marketing major and president of
the VSA. "We are still expected
to know Vietnamese and adopt
the culture. We struggle to balance our identities as Americans
and Vietnamese. The show
is a way to show our families
that we haven't forgotten our
Vietnamese heritage."
The theme of the festival,

"Voice of the Heart," attempted
to echo Nguyen's sentiment.
"In embarking on the journey
oflife and self-discovery, we inevitably find a piece of our identity
rooted in theVietnamese culture.
In this realization, we've developed a deep appreciation for our
Vietnamese heritage," read the
festival's mission statement for
this year.
Xuan featured many different
aspects of Vietnamese culture.
Authentic food such as lemongrass chicken, shrimp tapioca
dough dumplings and spring rolls
were served. An elegant traditional fan dance was performed
during dinner to capture feeling
of spring as well as the grace of
Vietnamese culture.
"It's an absolute blast being
a part of the Vietnamese community at SU," said Tammy
Nguyen, a junior business major who performed in a dance.

Students put on a showfor die
crowd, performing the musical
number "Da Khong YeuThi Thoi"
with an accompanying dancethat
was met withcheers and whistles.
The fashion show followed with
blaring Vietnamese techno music
as a trail of VSA girls took the
stage widi a distinct strut to showcase Vietnamese clothing styles.
The dress of choice was the ao
dai, a traditional long dress with
a sleeved tunic and panels in front

and back.

We struggle to
balance our identities

as Americans and
Vietnamese.
Vanessa Nguyen
VSA President

"Most of the clothes either
from the girls' own wardrobes, or were donated from
local businesses," said Verlinda
Vu, director of the fashion show
as well as one of the emcees.
"Sponsors around the area were
nice enough to provide for us
because they thought it was a
great cause," Vu said.
Proceeds from the event went
to support Lovers of the Holy
Cross of Hue, an order of nuns
in Vietnam who work to provide
a home for orphans, help disabled
children, support the poor and
provide medical services for the
blind and elderly. The organization's 375 nuns serve in 59 offices
located across Vietnam.
"We tend to be very
Americanized, but I think it's
important to keep our ties
to Vietnam strong," Vanessa
Nguyen said.
came

Kelton maybe reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

10-petson team.

"We are blessed to have a very
young team of committed debaters," Sanders said.
Senior Chris Lauer will be departing this spring after a successful
year with Seattle U debate.
"It fills the hole in my life," said
Lauer, political science majot. "It's
good for me."

Chelsea may be reached at
cnehler@su-spectator.com

Jon Polka

|

The Spectator

This year's Xuan festival featured a traditional danceand a fashion
show. Event proceeds went to a nuns' charity in Vietnam
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$100,000 invested in
Seattle's Central District
Smith believes investment can be ethical,
benefit the community
and also provide a return for the endowment, which is
used to fund scholarships and the
operating budget.
"I think it's been proven,"
Smith said, "if you get the right
[ethical investments], your return
doesn't suffer."
Maura Rendes, junior public affairs and Spanish major who has been
working with Smith throughout the
year, said she felt encouraged by
Smith's actions.
"Just that [the university] took a
stance on the issue, that's a success in
and of itself," Rendes said. "We really
do live our mission."
Rendes was involved in writing a sustainability clause to be
included in the university's investment policies. The clause is
awaiting ratification by the board
of trustees.
While the university is taking
action at the level of corporate investment, it has also invested in local
micro-lending firms.
The university has invested
$ 100,000 with Community Capital
Development in Seattle's Central
District. The company offers loans
to people who do not have the
resources required to get a loan
at a large corporate bank. Many
of the clients are aspiring small
business owners.
Cover

�

jh

WORKING
FOR YOU

"This isn't exclusively about minorities. It's more about access," said
Steve Brilling, executive director
of the Entrepreneurship Center at
Seattle U.
But the firm does not exclusively
lend money; It also provides training
and advice. Two to three Seattle U
students will be able to take an active role in the advising process in the
fall to further develop the university's
partnership with CCD. Students
will work with clients to determine
if they do indeed need a loan and act
as financial advisers. Brilling hopes
the partnership will not only help
students become more invested in
the community surrounding Seattle
U, but also teach them how to make
a compelling case to a bank when
requesting a loan.
"It's been slow moving, but
we have a really good set up
for next year," Rendes said of

BE HEARD!

KN

He/p ASSU do our job better next
year by telling us what you think

KS&S^^

■^fPtNfe-l

If you have an idea, opinion or
just want to Be Heard send your
BeHeard@seattleu.edu

Meet Your Representatives!

the partnership.
She said although she would like
the university investing more
of its money locally in programs like
CCD, the fledgling partnership is a
to see

Joe Locke
Chief of Staff

good start.
Seattle U has been investing in
micro-lending firms around the
world since 2006 and has $1.2 million invested in micro-lending locally
and internationally in Africa and
South America.
Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com

Matt Mauer

Transfer Student Representative
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Year:
Junior
Public Affairs
Major:
Appropriations
Committees:
Office Hours:
Tuesday 11:00am 12:30pm
Thursday 10:00am 11:00am
Office Phone:
(206) 296-6050

Year:
Senior
Political Science
Major:
Committees:
Appropriations
Office Hours:
Friday 9:ooam 10:00am
Drop in daily
(206) 296-6050
Office Phone:
Lockej@seattleu.edu
Email:
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Statement from Concerned Faculty Members of Marquette University
Regarding the Rescinded Offer of Deanship to Dr. Jodi O'Brien
(joined by concerned colleagues from Seattle University):
-We condemn the decision

to rescind the offer made to Dr.
the Helen WayKlingler College of Arts and Sciences.
'

°

Jodi O'Brien to serve as Dean of

&

-We condemn the involvement of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee and other outside influences
in this decision. The academic autonomy and integrity of Marquette University was comprog

-We pledge to work to restore the integrity of our university.
.
w;ij»jrj
j
j
rfreedom
rnr
r
r
- We
for all of our faculty,
pledge to defend academic
and the spirit ofr academic freedom for all students, staff, administrators, and leadership. We willreject vigilantly the imposition
of "litmus tests."

■

,

■

•

~

We pledge to confront direcdy the chilly climate on campus for scholarship and discussion con-We believe this action has caused significant harm to the reputation of Marquette University.
cerning issues of gender and sexuality. We demand that these issues be allowed the broadest horiIt threatens our credibility and integrity as a university. It has caused suffering among students,
zons for inquiry and debate. We cannot allow the intellectual discussion and academic investigaalumni, staff, and faculty, and it will cost Marquette considerably in terms of community relation of human sexuality to be constrained by overly narrow understandings of
Jesuit mission and
tionships, research, and recruiting and retaining students and faculty.
Catholic identity.
"

-We reject the public rationale offered for this action: examples of Dr. O'Brien's scholarship
disqualify her from being able to represent Marquette University in its Catholic mission and
identity. We reject the idea that scholarship published in peerreviewed journals or presented at
universities or academic conferences can disqualify a faculty member from leadership at aajJesuit
c>mi
~

.

'

.

'

-We strongly believe the decision puts academic freedom at risk at Marquette University. We
reject an intellectual "litmus test" for our faculty, staff, and leaders in the administration. Indeed
we find the very idea of such a "litmus test" to be contraryy to the tradition of excellence, faith
',
.
.
service, and leadership advanced by American Jesuit Colleges and Unrversities.
'

~

~

...

,

.

._

IT

„

.

-We believe that the rejection of Dr. O'Bnen because of her scholarship examining the social
institution ot marriage and the fluidity of gender roles and sexuality exposes
a culture of unease
r
,
.
.
,
,
T,
and suppression at Marquette University, a culture which frowns upon the frank intellectual
•
,
,
.
j
.V chilling and ironic
e
discussion otf human and especially female
sexuality. This is particularly
as
y
6
, ,
r, v
we celebrate the Centennial of Women at Marquette.
'

&

'

..

~

..

,

,

~_*..

•„

,

,

-

-

'

.-

"•"""-

**

'

_

,

,

~

-We believe that this course of events underrnines Marquette University's faith commitment
to both foster diversity and honor the human dignity of every individual regardless of culture,
raith, race, gender, and sexual onentauon.
°

Signatures from
Marquette University

Faculty

Steven R Goldzwig
Professor, Department of Communication
AmaraGraf

LeaAcord

Professor College of Nursing
Monica Adya
Associate Professor,

Department of Management
EugeniaAfinoguenova
.Associate Professor, Department of
Foreign Languages and Literature

RaquelAguUude Murphy

Associate Professor, Department of
Foretgn Languages andLiterature
Department of History

Bauer
Professor, Marketing Department
Ruth Ann Belknap
Connie L.

Associate
,

,

„„

College of Nursing
Amy L. Blair
English

EdwardBlumenthal
Assistant Professor Department of BiologycalSciences
MC. Bodden

Professor of English

Louise Cainkar
Associate Professor, Social Welfare and

J"r 1

_*

""

CurtsL Carter
MssorofTbZsophy
rmusopny
rrojessoro)

Julia McCord Chavez

VuitingAssistantProfessor of Engksb

Math, Statistics and Computer Science
Coffev
Colleen Coffey
Adjunct Instructor Department of Foreign
Languages and Literature
,

.

T
Koberta L.
Coles
„

-.

r\-,„j*

a

u~

r

-«

Sarah Davies Cordova
Associate Professor, Department of Foreign
Languages and Literature
Davis

Department of Economics
Sall,A.Doyle,

Director of Academe BusinessAffairs,
College of Business Admmstiation

*

~

H

f ,le
Frojessor, Department oj
„

Associate

Joseph J. O'Malley

Heather Hlavka
Assistant Professor, Department of Social
and CulturalSciences

Debra L. Oswald
Associate Professor of Psychology

James A.

Holstein

Professor, Department of Socialand
Cultural Sciences

Jody Jessup-Anger
Professor, Department of EducaAssistant
, n i
l
»~l **•>>*
L***?
jt

j

Rirbord
Tom...
lucnardsS Jones
Associate Professor of Sociology, Departmen, of Socia,and CuUura, Sciences

Emeritus,
Professor
J

Deparlmmt

■

a,u
n
i
Anthonyc
F. Peressini
Associate Professor of Philosophy

Michael Pobtano

Proftsson

Department Physics

if Hutory
j

formation Technology
j

&

Kathleen Karrer

BiologicalSciences
~*

/

Astnda lOugars
Assistant Professor,
■'.
Department

n
of Psychology

LezUe Knox
Associate Professor

,

.

of Medieval History

Debra Krajec
Artistic Associate Professor, Department of
Performing Arts

Wendy Krueger
Cbmcal Instiuctor.Depariment of Speech

Pathology and Anthology
Mary Pat Kuner,

Professor, Department of Educational

"■***

Policy and Leadership
Marta Magiera
Department of Mathematics,
Statistics and Computer Science
Daniel C Maguire

Professor of

™>

PE Papanek
Associate Professor, College of Health
Sciences
Anne M. Pasero
Associate Professor of Spanish

Andrew Kahrl
Assistant Professor,

Theology

Cheryl Maranto

Associate Professor, Department of

Management

James Marten
Professor of History
Jessica Martin
Adjunct Instructor of Foreign Languages
Judith A. Mayotte
Former Professor and Women's Chair in
Humanistic Studies

Barrett L. McCorrmck
Professor of PoliticalScience

Timothy G. McMahon
Associate Professor, Department of History

of EnAh

Professor, Department of Chemistry
jl

JT

'

Stephen M. Saunders
Professor, Departinen, of Psychology
.

■ all levels ofc university administration to ensure more
Wi„..
-We
hope to engage in conversations with
transparent process for hiring in the future and to develop a more open environment generally.
,

„

,

,

.

_

Martin Scanlan
Assistant Professor, Departinen, of
Educational Pokey and Leadership
_

Heidi Schweizer
AssociateProfessor, College of Education
MarvAnn Sd rs
Assulant
Psychology
Christopher J. Simenz

Pressor"of

of Physical Therapy
Nancy E. Snow
Professor of Philosophy
Angela Sorby
Associate Professor of English

James B. Sou*
Associate Professor,

Department of Philosophy
R Clifton Spargo
Professor of English
Elaine Spffler

AssistiJProfessor, Departinen, of Mathm atics, Statistics, and

Computer Science

Ed de St Aubin
Associate Professor, Psychology
Martin St Maurice
Assistant Professor,

Department of Biological Sciences

Tina Stoeckmann
ClinicalAssociate Professor,

Department of Physical Therapy
Rosemary A. Stuart
Professor, Department of BiologicalSciences

JohnJ Su
Associate Professor, Department of English
Siddhartha S. Syam
Associate Professor,
Department of Management

.

.

.We ote
ch
whfle the administtation encouraged me unisendty community to
j;„-„ cc ,u.
J, «~c
i.ull
c
c n
i_i
n
discuss
the name change
ot our u
basketball
team for a full year, less -u
than two weeks
after
this
•
.j. i
j
ul ji
c
■
which
stakes
the
heart
of
action,
egregious
at
our functioning as a university, we were told it is
.'
r„ «u_u»
j«_
n
u
1
-i i
time for healing and moving on. »w/
We will
not be silent until the integrity of our university
„

„„„,„

„„„„;

O

.

1

.

~

,

„

~

»

b

-

•

,

.

'

'

,

.We belleve
me
shi of the Col]
of
,

re
eto
current situadon j, for
offcr of the Dean
Saenc£S tQ fae £xtended -at to Dr o>Brien

.

an apology.

Professor of Philosophy

Andrew Tallon

Kathleen Cook
Associate Professor

Theresa Tobin
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Sharon Cumberland
Associate Professor of English

Franco V. Trivigno
Assistant Professor,

Robert J. Deltete

Professor of Philosophy

of Philosophy

Department

Daniel A Dombrowski

Lynn H. Turner

Professor of Philosophy

Professor, Communication Studies

Yancy Hughes Dominick
Core Lecturer Philosophy

David Wagner
Assistant Professor, BiologicalSciences
MichelWert
Assistant Professor
,

,

Theresa Earenfight
Associate Professor of Hulory
J

of History

Rose Ernst
Assistant Professor of PoliticalScience

Darren Wheelock
AssistantProfessor, Department of Social
and CulturalSciences
_.

„.

,

,

Mako Fins
AssistantProfessor
ofJ Sociology
J
Ted ForOer
Associate Professor

, ,

Kathleen Foley Winkler
Department of Social and Cultural Sciences
„

,

....

,

of Anthropology
r

Claire Garoutte
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

Y
Joyce Wolburg
Professor, Advertising and Publicrelations
A
r lurcher
7
h
Amelia
Associate Professor, Department of English
,

of Psychology

~

Carmen Gonzalez
Associate Professor of Law

Ki Gortberg
Professor of Fine Arts

and Director, Women'sand GenderStudies

Marc McLeod
Associate Professor of History
GordonMiller
Director of Environmental Studies

Cythia Moe-Loebeda
Associate Professor of
Theology and Religious Studies
Larry Nichols
Lecturer English
Laurel Oates
Professorof
J
J Law

Erik Olsen
Associate Professor of PoltticalScience
Tracey Pepper
CoreLecturer History
Jeffrey S. Philpott

Assistant Professor of Communication
Harnet Phinney

Lecturer Anthropology
Catherine Punsalan
Assistant Professor of
Theology and Religious Studies
Katherine Raichle
Assistant Professor of Psychology
MatthewRellihan
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

u
Name Withheld
Assistant Professor, Department Withheld
Name Withheld
d
n.»__ .ny.i.i.u
Withheld
Department
Professor,

Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs
■-, r, c
r
Associate
Modern Languages
Professor ofAmi

Assistant Professor of English

Siirnatiirea from Seattle

H Hazel Hahn
Associate Professor of History

rJReligious
Studies
Professor of Theology andJDf
i

University Faculty

c

Georgia rGurnen
Lecturer ModernLanguages

_..

~

„

/

*

U
S*ntUb«
Professor of Psychology
Julie Harms Cannon

Saheed Adejumobi
Associate Professor of GlobalAfrican
Studies and History

„

T™*
f

Assistant Professorr

Arl
F,n, Arts
of,Fv
Robert Andolina
Assistant Professor
ofJ InternationalStudies
J
„

r

x

Professor of

Julie Shapiro
Professor of Law

Naomi Hume
Assistant Professor

of Fine Arts

Wai-Shun Hung
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Nalini Iyer
Associate Professor of English

Communication

Philip Bardlft
Director of LiberalStiedies
8 1
Core Lecturer Philosophy
John C Bean
"

Sonorajha

~

Associate Professor

of Communication

William Kangas
Semor Cor, Llcturer History

English

Melindaj. Branscomb
Associate Professor of Law

Carol E Kell
Matteo Ricci College

Mary Kay Brennan

Aa\u^Faculty EnlBsh
""'

Maria Bullon-Fernandez
Associate Professor of English

"

'

k
ll
AssisUm, Professor ofr Engksh

Daniel Bumstdn
Associate Professor of History

Kevin C. Krycka
Associate Professor of Psychology

Jason Capps

George Kunz

Lecturer Sociology

Professor Emeritus of Psychology

Maria Carl
Associate Professor of Philosophy

Kathleen LaVoy
Associate Profusor of Psychology

Gary Chamberlain

Professor Emeritus of

Theology and Religious Studies

Kan Liang
Associate Professor of History

Robert S. Chang
Professor of Low and Director, Fred T.
Kmmatsu Centerfor Law and Equality

Erica LiUelht
Associate Professor of Psychology
Madeline Lovell
Associate Professor of Sociology

Carol Wolfe Clay

Professor of Fin, Art,

of EngUsh

•

JTTct
"*lt,

ofJ Philosophy
r~>
-

Core Lecturer Philosophy
David M. Skover
Fredric C Tausend
Professor of Law

Mary-Antoinette Smith
Associate Professor of English
William H. Smith
CoreLecturer Philosophy
Heath Spencer
CoreLectierer Histtry

Jeffrey L. Staley
AdjunctFaculty
Theology and Religious Studies

Xsocia), Profeslor of Philosophy

ClinicalProfessorSocialWork
Cordula Brown
AdjunctFaculty ModernLanguages

Jerry Cobb, S.J.
Associate Professor

C. Bradley Scharf

Randall Horton
Assistant Profasor of Psychology
Core Lecturer Pbttosopty

u

Mark Cohan
Assistant Profissor of Sociology

Public Service

Professor of PoliticalScience

B,„ iami „ Howe

of Political
Political Saence
W»

Professor of

Jim Sawyer
Associate Professor InstitiMU of

J

k ill

Assoaati

.

Core Lecturer Sociology

of Communication

Scott Reid

w

•

..

,

scholarship.

„,,

Philosophy

!f
Detriment

,

,

Assistant Professor, Department of Foreign
Languages andLiterature
*

m j
i
j
j
i_
1 sense ofr what
u
«m desire
e
i
-We
our students make
has transpirednhere. We
for
them
pledge to uhelp
to
inherit a tradition of Excellence, Faith, Leadership, and Service that is inclusive, fosters moral
courage, and supports the free and open inquiry necessary to attain the highest standards of

Michael Wierzbick,
Associate Professor o/ PsycioUg,

„,

£

StephenM. Engel

of Philosophy

.

Assistant

Department
ofJ English
r

Robert Lowe

Kim A. S. Factor
Assoaat. Professor, Department of Math,
Statistics, and Computer Science
Robert HFitts
Professor, Department of BiologicalSciences
A. Kristen Foster
Department of History
Susanne Foster
Associate Professor of Philosophy
StephenL. Franzoi
Professorof Psychology
Ana C Gamer
Associate Professor, Department of
journalism
Sarah Gendron
Assistant Professor, Department of Foreign
Languages and Literature

,

Todd
lodd Hernander
Hernandez

Departinen, of Ad«rtis,ngandPubkc
R L lr
Assistant Professor of PoliticalScience

.

i,
Rebecca S.
Nowacek
Professor,
„

History

Daradirek "Gee" Ekachai
" "*'"

■

x,.
Knsty A. Nielson
Professor, Department of Psychology

Associate Professor of Engksh

Former Professor, College of Nursing
Gene R Laczniak
Professor of Business, Department of

Ellen Eckman
Associate Professor, College of Education

Kevin Gibson
Associate Professor

Pamela Hill Netde.on
Assistant Professor, Diedrich College of
Communication

Professor, Department of Mathematics,
Statistics, and Computer Science

r ,j,

Gale Miller
Social and CulturalSciences
Michael J. Monahan
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Sameena Mulla
Assistant Professor of Anthropology
Michelle Mynlieff
Associate Professor, Department of BiologicalSciences

atepnen
rojessor oj fsycbology

_

Associate Professor of Sociology, Socialand
Cultural Sciences

John B.

lpartm

'

Jean M. Grow
Associate Professor, Dudrnch College of

*

Assistant Professor, Department of

Assocmt,

S

"

'"'

itf„WH
Heather
lth.»„
Hathaway

Steven M. Avella

_

"'

Jodi L. Melamed
Assistant Professorof English

-We pledge to honor Marquette University's Statement on Human Dignity and Diversity.
We must not only talk the talk of nondiscrimination and inclusiveness; our rhetoric must be
matched by courageous action.

Shizuko Suenaga
Assistant Professor of ModemLanguages
Sharon A. Suh
Associate Professor of
Theology and Religious Studies
OlufemiTaiwo

Professor of Philosophy
and GlobalAfrican Stiedies
Samuel Talcott
Core Lecturer Philosophy
Hannah Tracy
Lecturer English

Tnleigh Tucker
Associate Professor of Environmental
Stiedies

Josef Venker, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
Jason M. Wirth
Associate Professor of Philosophy

Tayyab Mahmud

Marie R Wong
Associate Professor Institute of Public
Service

Sean McDowell
Associate Professor of English

Riva Zeff
ClinicalProfessor Social Work 1

Professor of Law and Director,
Centerfor GlobalJustice
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think

Whatdyou
ofstizhe

clas?

ofthe

incoming

Kimberly Zindel
Freshman,
Business Management

Kyle Roll
Sophomore, Digital Design

Carlyßeck

s no* S oo^- ' came to SU
because it's a small school.
The size of the new class will
take away from the atmosphere
here. And it seems like it's a
pattern it's been getting bigger
and bigger each year."

"I think it's good that we're
continually expanding, but it's
tough given our location to do
what we want to do. It's tough
to accomodate everybody."

Junior, Nursing

"'*'

"Way too big! There's not even
enough housing, and without
that, new students are not being
allowed to succed. They're
being put at a disadvantage."

-

"It's huge! I'm just glad I'm not living in the dorms next year."
Rachel Johnson
Interviews and photos by Sonya Ekstrom.
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10. Bunches
14. Artery that feeds the trunk
15. Debatable
16. Currency of Turkey, and
formerly of Italy
17. Guide
", song
18. "All The Way To
by REM
19. Monogram ttr.
20. Frighten
21. Passing
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Across
1. Tactless
6. Hostelries

1

'

1

48. Some nest eggs
49. Big galoot
51. Pea holder
53. Large cask
58. Designer Geoffrey
62. Got on
63. He sang about Alice
64. Having auricular protuber-

23. CPR specialist
River
25. Cry
26. Choir member
29. Let
32. Weaned pig
37. Actor Stephen
38. Latin love
39. California peak
40. Empiricism
43. Set in layers
44. Small boat
45. Shoebox letters
46. Ruhr city
47. Moon of Jupiter

.

websudoku.com

ances
65. North Carolina college
66. Wise
67. Jargon
68. Shrivelled, without moisture
69. Greek letters

Calculus calculation

4. Sound investment?
5. SeraQliO
6. Hungary's Nagy
7. Christmas

8. Generic
9. Mine excavation

31. Plait, old-style
33. Actor Linden
34. Bendable twig, usually of a
willow tree
35. Baffled
36. Domesticates
38. Places of contest

39. Le3Sh
41. Before
42. Silent assent
47. Ogle
48. Standards of perfection

50. Facet

10. Et
11. Waterfall
12. Notadup.
13. Make lace
22. Walk nonchalantly
24. Shy
26. Aggregate of qualities that
make good character
Nexis
27.

60. Branta sandvicensis

28. Ribbons
30. Male cat

62. Hi-

52. Corpulent
53. Gap

54. Scent
55. Basic unit of heredity
56. Pond organism
57. Evil is as evil
.
59. Part of Q.E.D.
61. Advantage

monitor;

et cetera
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Searching for a Happy Hour?

h

Jimmy's on Broadway

We've got an App for that!
Jimmy's on Broadway

will be a Happy Place proudly
pouring 18+ beers and micro-brews from the rap...a variety of
hearty Martinis, select wines and spirits.
-

Jimmy's on Broadway

will be a Dining Place all daw featuring such items as: Mam N Cheese Omelet
Jimmy's
Breakfast
Crab Mae N Cheese
Brioche French Toast
Monte Cristo Crab Cake Benedict Main Main Fish Tacos
Crisp Entree Salads
Huge Premium Burgers Steaks to
Order
Filet Mignon Sliders and Jimmy's Signature Cone
O Fries with Garlic
Rosemary...plus much more.
•

l

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

&

Look for our Grand Opening in Early Summer, we'll be right
across the street.

Timmys
/on
Broadway

Restaurant
At the Silver Cloud Hcirel

■

&

'

Bar

1100 Broadway Scmle, \VA 98122
nniiny.sOnßroadway.com
Brcwdway

I

10
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Seattle's
Football
How the City of Rain
is drenched in soccer
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer
There is

no

such thing as bad

publicity.
When it comes to Seattle
culture, Soundermania
and the Pacific Northwest's
love for the game, perhaps a bit
more complete publicity could
be helpful, as its popularity is
often underestimated.
soccer

world soccer governing body. The
move would capture the appreciation Major League Soccer and
USSF have for Seatde.
But those of us inside the
soccer culture here in the city
of rain know the reality: It is
even better than outsiders get
to see.

The All Nations Cup might
be the perfect example of this
insider advantage.

Essentially, the World Cup already does

come to Seattle every summer.
The United States Soccet
Federarion, the governing body
of U.S. soccer, has chosen some
dynamic individuals to help promote the cause, including former
president Bill Clinton, director
Spike Lee, and of course, Seattle
fan favorite Drew Carey.
On top of its celebrity lineup and extensive online efforts,
USSF used quite a bit of video
footage of Seattle Sounders FC in
presenting its case to FIFA, the

The tournament pits teams
representative of different communities in the Puget Sound
atea against each other. One of
the most impressive aspects might
be the fact that it is run by Sister
Communities, a nonprofit that
emphasizes creating strong multicultural communities.
"I don't make a penny out of
it. I end up spending money," said
Sam Hassan, director of the All
Nations Cup.

~

are managed
is quite like a World
Cup—only one team per
country. Hassan reaches out to
different communities in the
Seattle area and allows them to
manage their team. For instance,
there is a Brazilian team made
up of mostly Brazilian immigrants (Hassan coached them in
2003 before he was directing the
tournament). There is an Eritrean
team composed mostly of people with Eritrean heritage and

Trevor Brown | The Spectator

teams

At these matches, the crowd
resembles that of a big international game. Sure, there
aren't 60,000 screaming fans,
but there are some passionate
onlookers nonetheless.

Additionally, Starfire hosts
with the tournament, I can recall the extremely boisterous
Cambodian fans that had drums
and flags to cheer on their friends
and families.
Essentially, the World Cup already does come to Seattle every
summer. The importance of that

should

not

be underestimated.

"It is really something that every soccer fan in Seattle should try
to get to," says David Falk, reporter for the Seattle Soccer Examiner
who also runs the popular blog
GOALSeattle. "But you really see
how much this sport means in
terms of world culture when you
go there."
Crowds can total around
15,000 over the course of the

coed, men's and women's leagues
and is the tiaining facility for the

Soundets. Several semi-professionteams play on the fields.

al

K"This

has been

a

city that has

ed soccer for a long time, it has

always been a soccer hotspot," Falk
says. "Like having a huge adult
league in the GreaterSeattle Soccer
League and having the number one
per capital enrollment of youth
players in the country."

Yes, indeed. Seattle soccer culjust be melted down
into the common point these days:
Seatde Sounders FC.
That said, despite all the aforementioned reasons Seattle soccer
culture thrives, the success of the
Sounders cannot be overstated.
ture cannot

tournament.

"We are the only thing going
this whole area, maybe the
United States, where you have intentionally controlled, present, all
the styles of soccer in the world,
apart from the Dutch, because
there are not enough Dutch people
here to put a team together," says
Hassan. "That's a very strong aspect. Also, it is the passion, we're
the passion. We grew up with the
game, it is in our blood stream,
it is something that we do that is
related to us everyday."
Starfire Sports, the super soccer complex in Tukwila, Wash,
that hosts the event, isn't just a
hub of diverse love for the game
though. It is also the epicenter of
the Pacific Northwest's real claim
to soccer fame.
According to Washington State
Youth Soccer Association officials,
130,000 youth soccer players are
registered in Washington. That
number does not include all the
city and municipal park leagues.
Many of the biggest, most competitive games played are hosted

on in
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According to Washingtc

Soccer Association offic
soccer players are regis
The club's attendance puts it
among the best-supported clubs in
the world, let alone miles ahead of
any American counterpart.
"The Sounders thing has been
instrumental in the Seattle GO
USA bid," says John Bayliss, who
runs the George and Dragon
in Fremont. "All the high level
of attendances in the stadium
are phenomenal."
Things are not completely starry and great though. Despite all
this diversity within the game and
thirst for an American understanding of it, the youth soccer system
may be doing more harm than it
is worth.
"People are still a little bit
lost about what it [soccer] is,"
Hassan says.
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Seattle venues for kicking off the World Cup
Seattleites can get in the World Cup
spirit across town at various bars and
restaurants offering specials and viewing
parties for Cup games. These are The
Spectator's picks for viewing locations.
Fado Irish Pub (right) will show world
Cup games on multiple screens beginning June 11. Fado offers traditional Irish
food and an extensive beer selection.

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Seattle University's neighbor, Cafe Presse, may not be the most obvious place to watch
the World Cup, but it will feature live and replay games until the final match July 11.

Café Presse
Pressed for local places to watch the World
Cup? Look no further than down the block at
our neighbor French cafe, Cafe Presse. Since it's
launch two and a half years ago, Presse has become a frequent haunt for students and faculty at
Seattle University due to its proximity. Presse also
caters to demure soccer fans in Seattle who come
for a quiet environment for watching soccer.
Though Presse is not a sports bar, owner Jim
Drohman is a soccer fanatic himselfand insists on
showing nothing but soccer, presidential debates
and occasionally the Tour de France, in homage
to the cafe's origins.
Starting June 11, Presse will kick-start viewing

Kells will be hosting
viewing parties for
the duration of the
World Cup. Kells recently added more
screens specifically
for soccer viewing.

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

He feels that youth soccer tends
favor certain socioeconomic
classes in America. Many top notch
clubs charge a hefty fee for players
to join, and he believes this has led
to a mosdy white, mosdy suburban

Dn

State Youth

Dials, 130,000 youth
;tered

in the state.

following of the game.
There is also potential for hooliganism. Hardly as complex as diversity and youth soccer, this problem

i

comes from close rivals and the use
of alcohol.
"I think we're going to develop these instant rivalries across
the border to the north and the
border to the south, to Oregon,"
Bayliss says.
"I think it will be an electric-

will bring
to the home and away. It will be
great to see 5 to 1Ok Sounders fans
making their way up to Canada or
down to Oregon. I'm sure because
of that rivalry and after a few beers
of sort here and there the hooligan
element could arise, and I'm sure
it will."

charged atmosphere

we

In any event, there is no possible way one article will convince a reader of soccer's cultural importance in Seattle. But

the discussion certainly marks
a change.
Consider these remarks by
Frank Deford, one of the United
States' most famous sports journalists, written in

a

letter to The New

YorkTimesin2oos.
"Any run-of-the-mill adolescent
football player can do more with
his hands than the world's best
soccer player can manage with
his boots, no matter how nimble
his toes."
It might seem cynical, but soccer really has had to fight such
generalizations and idiotic analyses.
Perhaps that is whySeattle seems to
embrace the game so much.
"It is something Seatde is embracing I think in part because
Seattle likes itself as different,"
Falk says.
Different we may be, but it
seems that in one main way we
have quite a bit in common with
the world, perhaps if not our own
country's preference for sports.

Carolyn Huynh may be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com

George & Dragon Pub
The George and Dragon Pub rakes rhe
World Cup seriously.

to

the World Cup at 7 a.m., showing the first game
between host nation South Africa and Mexico.
The cafe will be showing the cup live and featuring replays all throughout the day until the
final match July 11. Come to Presse to pick up
a schedule of all the matches being played and
check its website (www.cafepresseseatde.com) for
any schedule changes. Forgo the conventional
sports bar food of hot wings and questionable
looking peanuts, and dive into some pommefrites while enjoying the World Cup.

"PLEASE PLAN NO WEDDINGS,
BIRTHS OR VACATIONS JUNE 11 TO
JULY 11 2010," the pub's Website warns.
Instead, G&D advises you park it at
Fremont's favorite British pub for the monthlong tournament to get boozy with other soccer-loving blokes and birds in the city.
According to bartender Jeff Skokna, The
G&D is the best place to watch the World
Cup because "it's like a huge party here the
whole time."
Skokna predicts the pub's outdoor viewing
area—a parking lot-turned-beer garden with
two big screen TVs—will be packed wirh hundreds of soccer fans for this summer's games.
To say the pub will extend its hours for the
cup is a huge understatement. The G&D will
begin serving pitchers to patrons as early as

6:30 a.m. for live viewings of several matches
thatkick off at 7 a.m., starting with the June
11 face-off between South Africa and Mexico.
Games at 4:30 a.m., more than two hours past
bars' bedtime will also be shown at the
G&D, which pronounces itself "the home of
football" on its website.
"Back in 95, 96, up until 2000 you pretty much could only come and watch Soccer
at the G&D," says pub owner John Bayliss,
who is also a member of the Seattle Sounders
advisory board.
With the World Cup just around the corner, the G&D, located in the heart of Fremont
at 206 North 36th Street, is hanging fiercely
on to its reputation as a soccer fan's haven
this summer.
most

Katie Farden may be reached at
kfarden@su-spectator.com

Highly anticipated world cup games

HS9I

Portugal vs. Brazil
7:00 am June 25

■'

U.SA vs. Britain
11:30 am June 12

Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.com

11:30am June 25
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Belize photos bring
stories back home
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Photographs from Campus Ministry's Belize immersion are on display
this week in the Student Center. During spring break, 14 students and
three faculty members traveled to Belize to volunteer at a various sites,
including a health clinic, a grade school and a home for the elderly.

This week's
new releases
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Alena Schoonmaker
Volunteer Writer
Movie: 'Survival of the Dead'
It would really suck if your mom was a zombie and you had to
blow her head off. "Survival ofthe Dead," the newest zombie movie
from the man who defined the genre, George A. Romero, takes
place on an island off ofNorth America. The typical zombie plotline
of trying to destroy and outlast hordes of the walking dead has its
place in this film, but a new element introduces itselfwhen residents
of the island search for a cure for their undead relatives. "Survival of
the Dead" releases in theaters May 28, and the midnight showing
at the Egyptian Theater will be preceded by a zombie walk.
Book: 'The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet's Nest' Stieg
Larsson
After being shot in the head, Lisbeth Salander must work to confront and destroy the evil in her past, including the man who shot
her—her father. This final chapter of Stieg Larsson's Millennium
trilogy ("The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo," "The Girl Who Played
with Fire") follows Salander, a brilliant hacker living in a criminal
world. She and a reporter, Blomkvist, try to clear her name of three
murders while exposing her father's crime. A fiery and exhilarating
finale to the trilogy, "The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet's Nest" is
sure to fulfill readers' appetites for crime fiction. On sale now from
Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group.
Music: 'Sacred for Sale' Tomorrows Bad Seeds
Los Angeles-based reggae, punk and hip-hop band Tomorrows
Bad Seeds follow up their first album, "Early Prayers." Many ska
and reggae bands, as well as The Police, The Clash and Sublime
influence the music with a reverberating SoCal sound. The album
keeps the band true to their form while still evolving to a more
mature sound. "Sacred for Sale" is available now on CD from Urban
Tone Records.
Alena may be reached at schoonma@seattleu.edu
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Seattle Sketcher charms the city with pen and paint

International Urban Sketching

Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

I had been sitting still at Peet's
Coffee posing with my hand on
my chin for about a minute when
Gabriel Campanario asked me,
"So, how long you been at Seattle
University?" in his distinct Spanish
accent. His head was bobbing up
and down from his sketchbook to
me as he intermittendy asked question after question, sketching me
along the way. I suddenly realized
that at some point Campanario
had started interviewing me and
not the other way around. I had
become one of Campanario's incalculable number ofsubjects without
even noticing.
Gabriel "Gabi" Campanario,
better known as the Seattle
Sketcher, has charmed The Seattle
Times readers with his weekly column featuring distinct pen and
watercolor renderings of locales
all around the city. His illustrated
journals have him sketching everything from bike commuters
to Real Change vendors to Qwest
Field mid-Sounders game.
"Sketching goes back to the
beginning of time," Campanario
said. "Human beings were drawing on cave walls way back when.
I'm just doing what people have

always done."
Sketching's history with
Campanario goes way back as well.
As a child growing up in Spain,
his school notebooks were filled

with drawings.
"I would sketch the teachdoodle in the margins,"
Campanario said. "There were
more drawings than actual school
er or

Symposium in Portland, Ore.
From July 29 to 31, the Pacific
Northwest College ofArt will host
sketchers from around the world
who will come together to learn
in a three-day marathon of lectures
and sketching sessions, ending
with an exhibition of pieces cre-

ated during the

event.

Human beings were

drawing on cave walls.
I'm doing what peopie
have always done.
Gabriel Campanario
Seattle Sketchier
Braden VanDragt

|
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Gabriel Campanario snaps a photo of his rendering of the Chapel of St. Ignatius on campus.
notes."
more and more on the bus and out
The scenic ruins dotting the in the city once I came here."
After amassing a sizeable numrural parts of southern Spain prowith
ber
of drawings, Campanario devided Campanario
plenty
of material to sketch as well. His cided to start a blog where other
doodling habit followed him people could view his work.
The blog took off, finding
through journalism school, where
he learned the skills that would get popularity with people in Seattle
as well as with sketchers around
him jobs in newspaper art departthe world who were also drawing
ments doing layout and graphics.
Campanario eventually moved their cities, finding a kindred spirit
in Campanario. This global group
to the United States to work in
various newspapers untilfour years became Urban Sketchers, a website
ago when he moved to Seattle, featuring the work of city sketchwhere he got a job working for ing artists from 47 countries repreThe Seattle Times.
senting almost every continent.
of
"Drawing is something that is
"Sketching had been more
moved
very natural to a lot of people but
just a pastime for me until I
something we don't have a lot of
to Seattle," Campanario said. "For
some reason I just starting drawing time to do without some kind of

motivation," Campanario said. "I
think one of the reasons the site
became so popular is because when
people saw all the sketches on the
site, it gave them motivation to
do the same thing and start draw-

ing again."
Campanario pitched the idea
of the Seattle Sketcher column to
his editors at The Seattle Times,
and he was enthusiastically given
a Saturday column and a blog on
The Seattle Times website.

"It's been great so far because
the event is already two-thirds full.
We're hoping it'll be a really good
event," Campanario said.
The huge interest in the
event as well as in his own work
is something that has surprised

Campanario.
"I was sketching in downtown
one day and someone came up to

by multimedia now that when
they see something handdrawn, it stands out in contrast,"

me and asked if I was the Seattle
Sketcher. I was surprised they
knew about me," he said.
Unwittingly, Campanario has
become something of a figurehead
for a new artistic movement—it
just so happens this movement,
Urban Sketching, is one he
also created.

Campanario said.
His next order of business is
organizing the upcoming First

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

"People are so surrounded

BFA show captures years of student development
The second annual Bachelor
of Fine Arts in Photography show
opened to a packed Vachon Gallery
Thursday showcasing subject matter as diverse and varying as the
students' photographic styles.
Julz Ignacio presented traditional portraits against a stark white
background, paired with video interviews playing on accompanying laptops in her collection "The
QTAP Project: GenderFierce and

Queerly FOBulous."
The exhibit explores what it
means to be queer or transgender
in the Asian Pacific Islander community. Ignacio told her subjects to
"come as they are," photographing
them on a bare background to force
people to look at her subjects.
"When I was coming out, I felt
like I had to choose [between the
queer community and the Asian
Pacific Islander community],"

Ignacio said.
The interviews paired with the

photos are
derstanding of this niche of the
meant to promote

queer community.

exhibit
"Bending Intimacy" explores the
world ofburlesque performers transitioning out of their daily lives into
their stage personas. The images are
arranged in sets ofthree, with traditional headshots showing performers sans makeup, a second image
ofthe performers engaging in their
preparatory activities and, finally,
loud, vibrant photos of the performers on stage. Canchola said the
idea of the project was to break the

Jackie Canchola's

Frances Dinger
Editor

un-

fourth wall.
"Their lives beyond the
stage were so normal," she said.
"They work at Kinko's and
are

parents."

While many exhibits like
Canchola's and Ignacio's thrived
by making the intimate public,
Hannah Moon explored privacy
and personal solitude in her project "Where We Go To Be Alone"
and did so without violating her
subjects' personal space. She consistently obscured the faces of her
subjects; all of the images were
in soft black and white and the
viewer almost felt like a voyeur,
invading the space of the people in
the photographs.

Kevin Uehara offered perhaps
the most unique collection, in that
all of his images were created by
carefully arranging strips of paper
and fabric on a light table to create surreal images offering bright
primary and pastel colors highlighting abstract geometric shapes.
"Luminance," according to Uehara,
began as an architecture project but

quickly developed

into

something

abstract.
Both Clara Ganey and Garrett
Mukai explored the varying ways
in which people consume material
goods and hold onto possessions
for inordinate amounts of time.
Mukai's "Possessed" is a collection of clean minimalistic photographs of thestuff people keep and
the stuffthey no longer want, some
of which was displayed on a shelf
next to the photos for gallery visitors to take with them.
Clara Ganey's "Collections" offered portraits of people with the
things they compulsively purchase
or keep. Some notable collectors
included a man who collects taxidermy eyes and a woman who
kept—but did not eat—Peeps
marshmallow candy.
more

CandaceShankel

|

The Spectator

Visitors study "Collections" by Clara Ganey at the BFA Photography
show. The set shows collectors with their quirky objects of obsession.
Katrina HerzogV project
"Miscommunication" utilized
different techniques than many
of her classmates, in that most of
her photos appeared to be staged
models appearing rigid, uncomfortable or at odds with the people
around them.
While the collections in the
show were of varying technical
skill and style, the event showcasing the work of nine students

reflects the strengths of a still
developing program.
The exhibit will be on display until June 13. The Vachon
Gallery is located in the Fine
Arts building.
Frances may be reached at

fdinger@su-spectator.com
Editor's note: Both Clara Ganey and
Garrett Mukai work for The Spectator.
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SASQUATCH
The Gorge

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Shabazz Palaces (12:05 p.m., Sasquatch
Stage)
Three reasons to see Shabazz Palaces:
1.) It's the latest project from Seattle-based former
Digable Planets member Ishmael "Butterfly" Butler.
2.) Butler's Shabazz beats are so dirty and gruesome
they make Clipse's "Trill" sound like Akon's "Don't
Matter."
3.) One of his songs is titled "my mac yawns i go on
to make this darksparkles move call it: as the
americans say, middle section made by pier runner reg
on his 30' chromitar."
Need I say more?

Local Natives (1:30 p.m., Bigfoot Stage)
Who cares if the members ofLocal Natives wear their
contemporary indie Americana influences on their sleeves?
The band's pop-folk by way of Talking Heads is so bursting with feel-good vibrations that it's hard to resist their
musical charms. And come on, the rousing four-part vocal
harmonies on "Airplanes" and the stirring, string-laden
crescendos of "Who Knows Who Cares" are positively
going to soar at an outdoor festival like 'Squatch. With
an energetic live show that has the quintet of multi-instrumentalists trading their spots on-stage between tribal
drum beats, Local Natives are just what you're going to
need to overcome that post-Saturday hangover.

& Sons (1:55 p.m., Bigfoot Stage)
Mumford & Sons, a young, four-man band out of
London, bloom beautifully into folk music. Their only
album to date, "Sigh No More," crescendos elegantly,
brimming with lyrical fervor. Blending strings, brass,
piano, mandolin, guitar and banjo to make a soft but
powerful sound, Mumford & Sons meld their voices to
make a stunning harmony that is both melancholy and
sweet. Though their folk sound tends to a certain softness in volume, the power of the voices and the lyrics
reverberate into an organized tempest. It is almost violent
as a penultimate song, showing that Mumford & Sons
do not merely play their music. When they play, they
reveal a story.

LCD Soundsystem (7:00 p.m., Sasquatch
Stage)
If you hate dancing, you should definitely not go see
LCD Soundsystem. If you hate listening to songs that
have a lot of slinky disco bass and feature synths pumping
out rhythms that will force you to shake what your mother
kindly gave to you, you should definitely not go see LCD
Soundsystem. If you hate lyrics that are so chock full of
delicious irony and wit that they are runnier than pretty
much anything you'd see on TV, please, you should most
assuredly not go see LCD Soundsystem.

Mumford

WHY? (6:45 p.m., Yeti Stage)
If someone published the lyrics of Why? as a book of
poetry, I would immediately buy it. Listening to Why?, I
feel the urge to write extended analytical essays attempting to decipher what each song is trying to say, figuring
out all of the insane metaphors and mind-melting internal rhymes that make die English major in me quiver
with delight. But beyond that, Why? just doesn't sound
like anyone else. Their pseudo-rap delivery mixed with
a moody atmospheric sound closer to indie rock than
hip-hop makes for a refreshing act not to be missed.

Seattle Rock Orchestra (2:20 p.m., Bigfoot
Room)
So, Arcade Fire isn't going to be at Sasquatch. Megabummer. But hey! What's this? The next best thing will
be there to fill the hole in your soul where Win Butler's
quavery voice should be.
Seattle Rock Orchestra will be performing Arcade
Fire's first album "Funeral" in full, complete with strings,
woodwind, brass, percussion and a choir. Seeing the orchestra perform is probably going to be the fanciest you
have ever felt after two days of not showering.

Bobcat Goldthwait (3:15 p.m., Rumpus Room)
Bobcat Goldthwait is a funny guy. He has a funny
name, and on top of that, he talks real funny. Real real
funny. He sounds like an overly excited cartoon character
getting strangled while under the influence of a lot of hallucinatory drugs. But, lucky for you, he actually has great
content to his act to go along with his endlessly entertaining voice. His jokes combine political commentary with
black comedy and a dash of surrealism. Having starred
in the classic "One Crazy Summer" and done voice-overs
for TV shows like "Beavis and Butt-Head" and "Crank
Yankers," Bobcat Goldthwait is what we in the biz call a
textbook Triple Threat. Funny name, funny voice, funny
jokes. How can you lose with that combo?

Pavement (8:30 p.m., Sasquatch Stage)
Pitchfork.com will tell you that the guitar wasn't
instrument before Pavement frontman Stephen
Malkmus held one in his hands during the making of
their debut opus "Slanted and Enchanted." The boys at
that taste-making outfit will also probably tell you that
Pavement invented sliced bread, and the toaster, and
"indie rock."
None of this is true of course, but even so, Pavement
ought not be overlooked. This year marks the band's
triumphal reunion after a decade-long hiatus full ofbitter
feuding, and the angst remaining in its five core members
will supercharge their performance at Sasquatch. Just
think about it: "Summer Babe (Winter Version)" while
Malkmus and Spiral Stairs wrestle on stage? "Silence
Kit" with Bob Nostanovich and Mark Ibold locked in
a staring contest? It's going to be a ferocious set, and a
ton offun.

No Age (6:15 p.m., Yeti Stage)
What Japandroids does for punk, No Age does for
the entire history of noise music. A two-piece from Los
Angeles's always all-ages The Smell scene, No Age specialize in feeding back feedback into captivating, ear-consuming swells of adrenaline-charged sound.
With tons ofsingles and vinyl-only releases and a Sub
Pop-released LP and EP under its sleeve, No Age has
quickly become the next big thing in the world of noise
rock. Singer/drummer Dean Spundt's lyrics are abstruse,
distorted and loaded with hooks, and guitarist Randy
Randall's My Bloody Valentine-esque guitar work fills in
concert venues the way smog fills the L.A. air.
They're a product of their city, making dirty, fast and
unforgiving kind of noise punk with enough kinetic
force to get even the most standoffish hipsters moshing
like maniacs.

Public Enemy (9:45 p.m., Bigfoot Stage)
Of all the veteran bands on this year's summer festival
circuit, Public Enemy is probably the most influential.
Along with '80s-era Beastie Boys, PE's Flav, Chuck D and
their beat-makers in The Bomb Squad helped to completely redefine hip-hop, blending political fervor and
social awareness with the kinds of inspired, ear-catching
jams made famous by outfits like De La Soul.
Ifyou can listen to Public Enemy's harrowing "It Takes
A Nation Of Millions To Hold Us Back" without getting
pissed off and riled up, you probably have no spine. The
group wasn't f***ing around when they broke into mainstream consciousness 20-some years ago, and they remain

Neon Indian (8:40 p.m., Rumpus Room)
A venue known as the "Rumpus Room" is probably a pretty good setting for a group like Neon Indian.
Proclaimed by many as the progenitors of the glo-fi/
chillwave movement, Neon Indian specializes in making
drugged-out psychedelic pop music that sounds like it
was concocted underwater.
And if any band on this years lineup is guaranteed
to make you dance, it's Neon Indian. Frontman Alan
Palomo's modus operandi is to stuff every single song
he writes full of woozy beats and trip-inducing hooks,
and songs like "Deadbeat Summer," "Mind, Drips" and
"Ephemeral Artery" are custom-tailored to make emaciated boys and girls in skinny jeans dance.

an

Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros (4:05
p.m., Bigfoot Stage)
Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros make use of
ensemble collaboration to die edges of its definition: wirii
ten members and extra personnel, they bring togedier a
lot of instruments and a lot of talent. Employing guitar,
drums, piano, ukulele, trumpets and accordions just to
name a few, the band pulled together an eclectic collection of songs for their first album "Up from Below."
Some songs are soft and gentle, others loud and upbeat,
but all have an innate bounce brought by die drums and
swingy piano that make dancing irresistible.
They're known best for the duet "Home," a
song born to be sung loudly (and whistled and
sweet-nothinged) out the windows of a car during
the summer—or out of The Gorge this weekend.

MONDAY

a

no-nonsense musical force

even now.
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Artists and vendors offer more beyond music
"We wanted our
programs this year
to focus on
sustainability."
Sean Hunter
Folklife Green Initiative and
Merchant Coordinator

Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer
When

one

thinks of Folklife, acoustic

guitar-wielding balladeers is usually what
first comes to mind. In reality, Folklife is
more than just the great music—it is also a
forum where artists, craft-makers and artisans come together to sell and display their
unique products.
While this year's Folklife festival will be
full of quirky goods and delicious food, organizers are attempting to make the experience
eco-friendly, utilizing compostable silverware
and running stages on solar energy. This green
mindset is influencing many of the programs
offered at Folklife this year as well.
"We wanted our programs this year to focus
on sustainability and show some ways people
can reduce their impact on the environment,"
said Sean Hunter, Folklife green initiative
coordinator and merchant coordinator. That
means festival-goers will get the chance to get
theirAmish on at butter-churning workshops
as well as participate in a jewelry making program with a distinct twist.
"One of the cooler programs people can

do this year is learn how to make jewelry
ofrecycled computer parts," Hunter said.
"We get circuit boards and hard drives and
people can alter them and craft them into
wearable pieces."
Computer jewelry isn't the only interesting art being featured at Folklife. Local artist
Sarah Stolar will be selling and displaying art
made out offelted wool, a process that can
take days to complete. By running a small
barbed needle through the wool, Stolar can
create a background which she layers over
with more wool to create unique patterns
and images ofanimals.
"When I went to college, I met a friend
who had a farm and raised Shetland sheep,
so that was my introduction to fiber,"
Stolar said.
In addition, Stolar will be selling her
popular "Whoosit Whatsits," small fiber balls
which she gives faces.
"They're pretty cute, kids have liked them
a lot in the past," she said.
Local artist Paul Nunn, who recently
graduated from Washington State University,
will be selling his spray paint art as well.
"I like the whole idea of sustainability,
out

so I spray paint most of my art —things
like pop icons or celebrities—onto old vinyl records to recycle instead of buying new
canvas," said Nunn, who has rendered stencil versions of everything from Hunter S.
Thompson to giant robots. Oceana Ukeleles
will be selling their products as well, something owner Zac Steimle learned to make in
South America.
"I use more of an old-world tradition
when building my instruments, which allows
me to get a better sound and intimacy out
of them," said Steimle, who lived in Ecuador
for eight years.
While shopping around at all the neat
craft booths, hunger won't be an issue for
festival-goers. Folklife will have food vendors
selling everything from Thai, Greek, Italian,
Indian, German, American barbecue and
even Kenyan food, along with festival classics
like funnel cakes and roasted corn. Folklife
is shaping up not only to be a great place to
seek out one-of-a-kind art and music but also
some great food.

Ketton may be reached at ksears@suspectator.com

Free festival features multicultural music
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
Even without making the trek down to
the Gorge, there is plenty of live music to
enjoy this weekend—and for much cheaper
than Sasquatch.
Come May 28, thousands of people will
flock to the Seattle Center to experience the
39th annual Northwest Folklife Festival's
variety of music and dance performances,
cultural demonstrations, workshops and art
exhibits, all for free at one of the largest and
most diverse music festivals in the nation.
Organizers plan the festival around a central theme, and this year Folklife organizers
decided to spodight 13 cultural communities
who participated in the event in the past.
"We decided to look at people that we
work with, and kind of give them the forum
to show us what they bring to Folklife every
year," said Molly Haas, marketing manager
for Folklife.
The 13 diverse groups defy simple classification. Though many of them unite
around a shared nationality, like the Indian

and Ukrainian communities, others find
their basis in a musical genre, such as the
bluegrass community. Throughout Folklife,
each of the communities will host a multihour performance featuring different
local artists.
Over the course offour days, nearly 1,000
music, dance and cultural performances will
take place, so even the most seasoned of
Folklife attendees are advised to find a program and plan ahead for their experience.
"Look through the [festival] guide and try
find
to
something that interests you," Haas
"Then
said.
try to find something you've
never heard before, and go see it."
The Vera Project Stage keeps the festival
supplied with a number oftalented local acts.
While PufFerfish, playing from 4:40 p.m. to
5:20 p.m. on May 29, has more name recognition, the duo Ivan and Alyosha are worth
looking in to as well. The pair plays later that
evening, from 6:40 p.m. to 7:20 p.m. They
infuse each of their songs with Beatles-esque
instrumentation and intelligent lyrics.
Fans looking for cross-cultural immersion can take in "East Meets West" at the

Comcast Mural Amphitheater at 7 p.m.
on Friday with dance performances by the
Seattle-based school Rhythms of India to enjoy the groups demonstrations of traditional
dancing popularized by Bollywood movies.
The catchy, electronic-based songs ofGumar
And His Magical Midi Band provide an interesting contrast to the "East Meets West"
program's more traditional performances.
"The Gospel Showcase," held from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. on Monday at the Comcast
Mural Ampitheater, features local choir director Pat Wright and her Total Experience
Gospel Choir. Attendees won't need to be
avid churchgoers to enjoy and appreciate the
choir's insane vocal abilities, and through
Wright, an active and award-winning member of the Seattle community, attendees will
likely get a lesson about local history.
Northwest Folklife Festival is a free event,
but organizers encourage attendees to make a
donation to the festival. The suggested donation is $10 per day.
Sam can be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Over the course of

four days, nearly

1,000 music, dance
and cultural performances will
take place.
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Chuck Garcia prepares for next month's NBA draft
Adam Johnson
Volunteer Writer

"Right now he's a walking turnover
[averaging] 4.8 per game."
Scouts have expressed interest

With the NBA draft less than
month away, Charles Garcia is
preparing for what could be the
beginning ofhis professional career.
If drafted, the 6-foot-10-inch power
forward would be the first Seattle U
player selected since 1980.
After Garcia declared for the
NBA draft in early March, he moved
home to Los Angeles. Garcia opted
to hire an agent, put his name in
the mix with other NCAA stars like
Kentucky University's John Wall
and Wesley Johnson of Syracuse
University and end his collegiate
basketball career.
During his 2009-2010campaign
at Seattle University, Garcia put up
18.7 points and 8.3 rebounds per
game, which helped skyrocket his
draft status to a possible first-round

in Garcia because of his size and
athleticism—two clear advantages
Garcia possesses.
Last week, Garcia traveled to

a

lottery pick.

However,

he led the

nation in turnovers at 4.8 per game,

leading scouting sites like NBAdraft.
net to project him anywhere from
being drafted in the second-round
to going undrafted.
"[Garcia] has an intriguing combination of size and skills, but still
extremely raw for a 21-year-old,"
an NBAdraft.net biography says.

Garcia's fate won't

be decided until
draft day, June 24.
Chicago for the NBA pre-draft
camp, which is similar to the NFL
Combine. The pre-draft camp tests
player's athletic abilities in drills like
vertical jump, shuttle run and the
bench press. Players are also run
through vigorous interviews from
NBA teams so they can become
familiar with the whole person
instead of just the player. The predraft camp gave Garcia the opportunity to be seen by general managers, coaches and owners from all 30
teams in the NBA. The camp will
ultimately help Garcia's draft status
because it will give him a chance to
show all 30 teams the best part of
his game: his athleticism.

Cameron Dollar, head coach
of Seattle University's men's basketball team, said after the camp
scouts were impressed by Garcia
and are now projecting him to be a
late first-round to an early secondround pick.
"It all depends on team needs,
and if [Garcia] can fill important
team needs then he could go earlier
than projected," Dollar said.
Garcia will remain on the road
traveling to cities and working out
for different teams. This leg of the
draft process is important because it
will allow the teams to get to know
Garcia and see his athleticism in a
controlled environment.
Currently, NBAdraft.net has
Garcia going in the second round
at 56th overall to the Minnesota
Timberwolves. But Minnesota
has an outstanding trade in the 56
spot, which leaves the possibility of
teams like the Atlanta Hawks and
Sacramento Kings trading up for
the 30th or 28th spot to take Garcia
in

the first round.

Garcia's fate won't be decided
until draft day, June 24.
Adam may be reached at
johnsll3@seattleu.edu

Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Charles Garcia goes up for a shot in Nov. 19's game against Fresno
State. Garcia led the team in scoring last season.

Seattle U baseball concludes dismal 11 -39 season

I

Jon Polka

The Spectator

Seattle University's baseball team completed its first Division I season in more than 30
years Sunday. The Redhawks split a doubleheader against St. Mary's College, defeating
the Gaels 5-4 in the first game and dropping the second game 13-1.
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Midfielder spent halftime in Africa and Europe
Hall of Fame soccer player ranks second
in all-time assists and fourth in all-time goals
Katie Farden

News Editor
It was only three seconds into
her soccer match that 13-yearold midfielder Tafara Pulse felt
her heart start to pound rapidly
at more than four times its nor-mal rate.
"The referee had literally just
blown the whistle to start the
game," explains Pulse, who is
now 26. "I have no other way to
explain it other than I felt super
light-hearted. I got straight off
the field."
Soon after her first episode,
Pulse discovered she suffers from

supraventricular tachycardia,
heart complication in which
stress causes unexpected heart rate
spikes. Her condition, however,
did not stop Pulse from becoming one of Seattle University's
a

most

decorated

veterans

of

Redhawk soccer.

We knew we

were going to win.
[SPU] didn't have

a chance.
Tafara Pulse
Hall of Fame Inductee

A two-time Great Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC)
Player of the Year, Pulse is among
12 alumni athletes the university
selected for Hall of Fame Class of
2010 last month.
Pulse played midfield for
Seattle U from 2000 to 2004. By
the time she graduated with a degree in international business, she
ranked second all-time in assists
and fourth all-time in goals at
the university.
The Yakima, Wash, native finished high school early and joined

the Redhawks' squad at the age of
17. She was a natural leader who
"pretty much devoted her life to
soccer," says teammate Jill Seeks.
"She was definitely very inspiring," Seeks says. "She was really great at telling you what you
needed to be doing on the field if
you weren't doing it."
Pulse led the Redhawks to a
fifth-place ranking in the West
Region of the GNAC, just one
spot away from entering NCAA
tournament play in 2003.
Even with a torn hamstring,
she helped the Redhawks clinch
the Division II regional title her
senior year during a match against
Seattle Pacific University, which
had gone undefeated at home for
22 straight games.
"Everyone on the field was giving everything they had," Pulse
recalls of the game. "We knew we
were going to win. They didn't have
a

chance."

TheRedhawksbeat SPU'sFalcons
2-0 and became the 2004 Far West

regional champions.
But hard-fought soccer seasons
like these did not tire out Pulse �
enough to keep her from embarking on international study abroad
programs.
Pulse moved to Alicante, Spain
winter quarter of her junior year.
She studied Spanish to fulfill the
international studies program's
second language requirement
and went on daily runs up a steep
winding path leading to a castle
to stay in

Matthew Brady | The Spectatpr

Tafara Pulse helped the Seattle U women's soccer team clinch the Division II regional title her senior year.
U's International Development

Internship Program with Catholic
Relief Services to write three grant
proposals for HIV/AIDS education campaigns.

[Tafara] was really
great at telling you
what you needed to
be doing on the field.
Jill Seeks
Teammate

shape.

Still, her quick turnaround to
spring season play, Pulse says, was
a little rocky.
"I flew back [from Spain] and
we played Gonzaga the next day,"
she laughs. "I think I had the
worst game of my life."
The next year, after ending her
final collegiate season with 31
goals and 37 assists, Pulse headed to Lesotho—a small country
surrounded by South Africa.
She worked through Seattle

Again, Pulse says, it took her
some time to readjust to life in
the U.S. after living abroad.
Grocery shopping, she says,

proved particularly difficult
upon both homecomings to the
Pacific Northwest.
"It's like you can't make deci-

sions," she says. "It would take me
45 minutes to buy four things."
Throughout her undergraduate career at Seattle U, one thing

constant was the
camaraderie she shared with her
teammates. In fact, the welcoming nature of the Redhawks she
met as a high school recruit was
what sold her on Seattle U.
"At one school I visited as a
recruit, the girls on the team left
another recruit at a gas station
and drove away as a joke because
they didn't like her," she remembers. "I was like, "That could have
been me.' I didn't want to play for
a team like that."
Pulse, who also ran track at
Eisenhower High School, says
her family also showed her unparalleled support while she
was a student-athlete. Her
mother traveled with the team
from Canada to Arizona to be
in the stands at every one of
Pulse's games.
Pulse says her mother, a family doctor, often provided medical
assistance to her teammates. On
one occasion, she stayed with the
team's goalkeeper to ensure her
teammate "really got the care she
needed" after the keeper had bro-

that remained

Since graduating from Seattle
U, Pulse has coached high school
soccer, traveled to India for a
three-month-stint working in
advertising for a friend's company and has returned to the
field as a midfielder for Seattle
Sounders Women. Currently a
graduate student at the University
of Washington, she is three
weeks away from a degree in
public administration.
Pulse also spent more than a
year working at Starbucks to get
health insurance, which helped
her afford heart surgery in 2007.
She reports her episodes have
since decreased, though they have

disappeared entirely.
Pulse says she sees more international travel in her future,
but for now she's just eager
for the Sounders' first season
game against the Fort Collins
Force Friday.
"I think we'll have a pretty
strong team," she says.
not

Katie may be contacted at
kfarden@su-spectator.com

ken her leg.

Bad weather cancels Grand Final at crew nationals
Taylor Olson

Sports Editor
Five members of the Seattle University Crew Team traveled to Oklahoma
City, Okla. to compete in the American Collegiate Rowing Association National
Championships May 22 to 23.
The Men's Novice Four team of Chris Schultz, Dan Harrison, William
Linafelter, Jordan Clark and coxswain MacKenzie Blake was the only boat from
Seattle Us Crew team to qualify for theACRAs. Last weekend also marked the
first time Seattle U has qualified to race at the national level.
After eight months of preparation for the competition, the men advanced
through the time trials and semifinals to continue on to the Grand Final.
However, due to steady wind above 20 mph and gusts in excess of 35 mph,
race officials decided to cancel the Grand Final. Seattle U was ranked third
going into the event.
Men's coaches Jason Airey and Doug Short and graduating president Samuel
Nelsen traveled to Oklahoma City along with the five student-athletes.
Each person covered the majority of his or her own costs, with additional
support from ASSU and Rec & Club Sports. The crew team finished its spring
season with 26 rowers broken down into four teams: novice and varsity for both
men's and women's.

Taylor may be reached at sports@su-spectator.com
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Seattle U Crew

The Men's Novice Four warms up with Chris Schultz as stroke seat, Dan Harrison as three seat,
William Linafelter as two seat, Jordan Clark as bow seat and MacKenzie Blake as coxswain.
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Responsible investment a must for SU
Seattle University is putting its money where its mission
is. And it's certainly something to be proud of.
The university invests $1.2 million in micro-lending, including $100,000 with Community Capital Development
in Seattle's Central District. CDC offers loans to individuals who can't get them from corporate banks, helping small
business owners and our neighbors.
But such investment doesn't mean much if the university also places millions in the hands of companies that
disregard other people, the planet, ethics and even the law.
That's why it's particularly encouraging to hear that Ron
Smith, vice president of finance and business affairs at
Seattle University, has approached Seattle U's investment
firm about its shares in Massey Energy, the company that
owns the coal mine where an explosion killed 29 West
Virginians in April.
Massey Energy has been cited for more than 1,300
safety violations since 2005 —or more than $1.8 million in proposed fines. In the month of March alone, the

company was given 50 citations at one mine, mostly for
poor ventilation, improperly maintained escape routes and

the accumulation of combustible materials.
Massey Energy is a company that doesn't care about its
employees and forsakes their lives and the environment
for higher profits. Its CEO, Don Blankenship, doesn't
"believe" in climate change (we didn't realize it was like
Santa Claus) or in unionized workers (we wonder why).
Simply put, Massey is not a corporation with which
Seattle U should be associated.
Smith deserves acknowledgement for his commitment to responsible and ethical investment. Students
like Maura Rendes, founder and chair of the Committee
on Responsible Investment, are inspiring for applying
their studies to practical and needed efforts to keep
an eye on Seattle U's wallet. We applaud and support
the CRI for its work to create a responsible investment policy not just here but for the entire network of

Jesuit universities.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Katie Farden, Fernando Sioson, Mary Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo
Carosio and Frances Dinger. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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Murray's Senate seat won't be easy to take
Angeio Carosio

Online Editor
Dino Rossi, we're tired of you.
You lost in 2004 by the narrowest margin ever in a gubernatorial
race, and you lost handily in 2008
to the same woman. You dragged
the first election out for months
with recount after recount, but
that didn't change the fact that
you lost. The voters of Washington
have told you twice that you are
too conservative for the population
of this state, and we don't want to
put up with your lackluster debate
skills and shifty used car-salesman
appearance any more.
So why are you running
for senator?
Sen. Patty Murray (D-Wash) is
less ofan easy target than you think.
She's been representing Washington
for almost 20 years, and despite being targeted by Republicans heavily in 1998 and 2004, still ended

up with

than 55 percent of
the vote each time. She has more
than $6 million in her campaign
fund and is prepared to fight. What
makes you think you'll just be able
to walk in and unseat her?
Murray's accomplishments in her
more

of the state is generally pleased with
her accomplishments and the accomplishments of the Democratic

The voters of

Washington have told

Do you really want to

you twice that you

become famous for

are too conservative.

losing three times?
18 years include helping out powerful local interests like the Boeing
Co., delivering federal spending
to all corners of Washington and,
most recently, fighting to protect
Washington residents from the
costs of cleaning up the oil spill
on the Gulf Coast. Polls show her
ahead of any possible Republican
including yourself, and a large part

Party over the past several years.
In addition, there are already
several Republicans planning on
running against you in the primary and only the top two candidates

will advance to the general election,
regardless of party affiliation. You
may have a big name, but Clint
Didier, a former football player,
has won the endorsement ofSarah
Palin and many ofthe "Tea Party"
activists that are among the most

energized of the conservative base.
What if you don't even make it to
the general election and all the effort you spent raising money was
for nothing?
It seems to be a commonly held
belief that there is a lot of resentment for incumbents this year and
that Democrats are an easy target
because voters are unhappy. But between health-care reform, studentloan reform, improved credit card
regulations, the supposed closing
of Guantanamo and an improving economy and job situation,
Democrats have a lot to be proud
of, and might be harder to get rid of
than it seems. Washington residents
already know you as a loser, do you
really want to become famous for
losing not once or twice but three
times?

Angelo may be contacted at
webmaster@su-spectator.com

Nun's excommunication shows hypocrisy
Katie Farden
News Editor

diocese liaison and will be reassigned

to

another

the hospital.
Bishop Thomas J. Olmsted, who oversees the
Phoenix diocese, announced Mcßride was "automatically excommunicated" for her actions.
post at

Sister Margaret Mcßride, the highest-ranking Catholic official at St. Josephs Hospital and
Medical Center in Phoenix, Ariz., was excommunicated earlier this month.
The sin that earned her the most severe punishment the church can dole out?
Mcßride condoned a life-saving abortion for
a patient.
A 27-year-old woman pregnant with her fifth
child arrived at St. Josephs last November in critical
condition. Doctors discovered she had pulmonary
hypertension, a heart condition that would have
almost certainly caused her to die if she had not
aborted her 11-week pregnancy.
Mcßride, the hospital s vice president of mission integration, consulted with a group ofmedical
professionals. They approved the procedure to save
the patient, who was already experiencing heart
failure, according to hospital records.
The patient survived.
But Mcßride received no pats on the back for
her sound judgment last fall from the church.
Instead she's been issued a fierce castigation from
high-ranking Catholic officials. She has also lost
her prestigious position as St. Joseph's senior

In question and answer documentthe Diocese
ofPhoenix provided National Public Radio, church
officials say the purpose ofexcommunication is "to
repair scandal, to restore justice and to reform the
offender."
Given this definition, excommunication seems
a strikingly fitting punishment for some members
ofthe Catholic church who have received far more
national attention than Mcßride for committing
another sin: sexually abusing minors.
The growing number of priests charged with
molesting children has muddied the church's
name with scandal and eroded its foundation as a
just institution.
And I think there is a sense of general accord
thatanyone who ties a 16-year-old altar boy to a bed
and rapes him—a crime recendy brought against
44-year-old priest Marcin Michal Strachanowski in
Brazil—is an offender in dire need ofreform.
According to Catholic teaching, Mcßride committed a crime against an unborn child. "The direct killing of an unborn child is always immoral,
no matter the circumstances, and it cannot be
a
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"automatically excommunicated" for their crimes
against living children.
Instead, the National Conference of Brazilian
Bishops said it hopes to draft a manual to help
church officials prevent pedophilia, according to
an Associated Press article Tuesday.
Mcßrides sin saved a woman, and she received
the church's most severe reprimand. Strachanowski s
sin left a teenager irrevocably scarred, and the
church responded with a guidebook
"In the case of priests who are credibly accused
and known to be guilty of sexually abusing children, they are in a sense let off the hook," said Rev.
Thomas Doyle, a Catholic canon lawyer, in a May
19 interview with NPR.
Letting these priests off the hook—while denouncing sisters like Mcßride—does more than
extend priests undeserved protections and reveal
inconsistent applications of the excommunication
punishment. It unveils an ugly and undeniable
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Crossing Madison riskier than it should be
Dear Editor,
Does crossing the intersection
near IHOP sometimes feel like a
death-defying feat? After several
seconds of waiting, have cars either neglected to slow down, or
even worse, have cars completely
ignored your efforts to cross? This
scenario is all too common to any
Seattle University student, faculty
or staff member who use (or attempts to use), the 10th Avenue
and Broadway entrance to school.
What many may not realize is
that this cross section of 10th and
Madison is in fact a legal crosswalk.
That's right; cars have the legal
obligation to yield to you as you
make your way across the street.
According to the standards of
Washington state, this area is classified as an unmarked crosswalk, and

like most unmarked crosswalks, pedestrians have the right of way at
this intersection.
But with so much foot traffic
and so many indifferent Seattle
drivers unwilling to stop, why
hasn't the city done more to improve pedestrian safety at 10th and
Madison? A group of concerned
Seattle U students recently approached Public Safety with this
question. Apparently, the city of
Seattle conducted a "flow density" test (pedestrian traffic survey)
several years ago at the crosswalk
and determined there was "low
pedestrian density" and thus the
intersection did not need higher
standards of safety. During that
time, however, the Silver Cloud Inn
was not yet in existence, or the vast
majority of the housing units, food

establishments and retail buildings
that now line the Pike/Pine corridor. Not to mention, the university
has grown considerably since that
time and will only continue to grow
if we continue to break freshman
class enrollment records.
May 12, we stood at the intersection and both conducted a minidensity test as well as began gathering signatures for a petition to be

presented to the city's Pedestrian
Safety board in request for higher
safety standards. Just as we had expected, a large number of Seattle
University faculty, staff, students
and neighbors were concerned for
their safety. The response to our
small endeavor was overwhelming. Within seven hours, we had
counted more than 500 pedestrians
who had crossed at the intersection,

and we had also gathered a little
less than 350 signatures for our
petition.
For those of you who didn't get
a chance to sign the petition, please
stop by your favorite treacherous
intersection, 10th and Madison, on
May 26 between 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. to help solve this important
Seattle University community safety
issue. Your signature will not only

help protect yourself as a pedestrian
but will also help the community
stay safe as they come and go from
campus. We hope to see you there!
Jordan Chanes
Ryan Guevara
Ben Mendoza
Katie Ulvestad
Jordan Symington

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors. Letters will also be published on su-spectator.com/opinion.

When I went to college,
I met a friend who had a
farm and raised Shetland
sheep, so that was my
introduction to fiber.
Sarah Stolar
Folklife artist
—

CORRECTION:
The story "Natural Leaders globalize
ideas at Clinton conference" by Dalyce
Lazaris published April 21 contained
a number of editors that occurred
in editing. It incorrectly stated that
professor Gordon Miller paid the travel
expenses of all four students out of
pocket. Each student paid for their
individual travel expenses. Also, Miller
was wrongly attributed when the article
discussed prerequisites for attending
the conference. In reality, Miller was not
interviewed for the article. We regret
the errors.
Have a concern about a story in
the Spectator? We're committed to
accuracy. E-mail us at feedback@suspectator.com.
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Noise Complaint
22, 8 am.

tiy

blic Safety received a noise

complaint of loud music being
played in the apartment next door.

r

neighbor was contacted and
music turned down.

Suspicious

Circumstances

May 23,3 am.
A student reported a non-affiliate male exited the bushes,
approached him and asked for
a cigarette. The student did not
reply but continued onto his Murphy Apartment facility.
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Xuan
celebrates
spring
in the
Campion
Ballroom
Jon Polka
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Accident
May 23, 2:10 p.m.
The Vietnamese Student Association's sth annual Xuan festival featured
a traditional fan dance, a fashion
show highlighting Vietnamese clothing
styles and vocal performances of
Vietnamese pop hits. The Campion
Ballroom was transformed into a
scene straight out of Ho Chi Minh City
with decorations featuring images
of non la wearing individuals in the
picturesque fields of Vietnam contrasted with images of Seattle. The
balance of having an American identity while retaining Vietnamese culture
was a central theme of the night.

A student reported a baseball
from an intramural game on
Logan Field had flown over the
fence and through the window of
apartment. Maintenance and
stodial services assisted with
an up and repairs.

Er

Medical Assist
May 23, 2:50 p.m.

Ijblic

Safety and the Seattle
re Department responded to
non-affiliate male who used
i emergency blue phone to rejest medical assistance. The
ale was transported to a local
Dspital for further evaluation.

For more about Xuan, turn to page 5

Trespass
May 23, 11:20 p.m.
Public Safety contacted a nonaffiliate male sleeping near the
East entrance of the Lynn building. The male was identified and
trespassed warned from the university property.

ieckles

Endangerment
lay 24,11:35 p.m.

jblic Safety stopped a vehicle
/ice on two separate levels for
iving at a high rate of speed
side the garage. Public Safety
entified the driver as a commury member and is following up.

Malicious Mischief

May 24,12:00 p.m.

An employee contacted Public
Safety to report they had witnessed a male tag several city
parking meters in white marker.
Public Safety responded and
found the suspect had left the

Accident
May 24,1:25 p.m.

AFaculty memberadvised Public
Safety that a student injured her
ankle during a class exercise on
the Union Green. The student
went to the Student Health Center for further medical care.

This week's new releases

Update: Garcia's draft preparations

